
 

 

Directions from Airport to Park Plaza Hotel 

BY TAXI 

Please print out the address in Chinese and give it to your driver: 

Park Plaza Hotel 丽亭华苑酒店 Phone 电话: +86 10-8235-6699 

No.25 Zhichun Road, Haidian District, Beijing 北京市海淀区知春路 25 号 

 From Beijing Capital International Airport to Park Plaza Hotel, the trip should cost around 100-

130 RMB and take 35-45 minutes with no traffic. In special cases, however, it may take much 

longer. 

 From Beijing Daxing International Airport to Park Plaza Hotel, the trip should cost around 130-

160 RMB and take 1 hour with no traffic. In special cases, however, it may take much longer. 

 Please note: the airports’ signs to get to the taxi line are easy to follow, and usually the taxi line 

goes faster than you think (waiting time is usually 10-15 minutes). Some people may ask to take 

you outside of this line. They are unlicensed taxis, they will charge 300-700 RMB and you will not 

receive a receipt. 

 

BY SUBWAY 

If you arrive during rush hours and have a small luggage, you may consider the subway. 

 From Beijing Capital International Airport to Park Plaza Hotel, please take Beijing Subway Capital 

Airport Express Line, there's one interchange at SANYUANQIAO (三元桥) station, then take line 

10 to ZHICHUNLU (知春路) station. This should take roughly 1 hour and cost 29 RMB. You may 

easily find the hotel by walking about 3 minutes from the Exit F of the subway station (see map 

below). 

 From Beijing Daxing International Airport to Park Plaza Hotel, please take Daxing Airport Express 

Line, there's one interchange at CAOQIAO (草桥) station, then take line 10 to ZHICHUNLU (知春

路) station. This should take roughly 1.5 hour and cost 40 RMB. You may easily find the hotel by 

walking about 3 minutes from the Exit F of the subway station (see map below). 



 

 

 

Directions from Park Plaza Hotel to ISSI-BJ 

BY FOOT 

Turn right when going out of Park Plaza Hotel and walk straight for 3 minutes, there is a road 

“DAYUNCUN LU” (大运村路) in front of the Exit F of ZHICHUNLU (知春路) subway station, then keep 

going north along “DAYUNCUN LU” (大运村路) for 7-8 minutes, there is JINGZHANG RAILWAY PARK 

(京张铁路遗址公园) on your left, pass by the football field in the park, and follow the sign (down 

below) towards the National Microgravity Laboratory Tower, then cross the path, NSSC (国家空间科

学中心) is located at the end of the path. 
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BY TAXI 

Please print out the address in Chinese and give it to your driver: 

Building A, National Space Science Center, Chinese Academy of Sciences 

No.1 Nanertiao Zhongguancun, Haidian District, Beijing 

北京市海淀区中关村南二条一号 

中国科学院国家空间科学中心 A 座（东门） 

Contact Person: EN Lijuan 联系人: 恩丽娟 

Mobile 手机：+86 13699121288 

NSSC 

 


